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In the time before Time

when the Anunnaki came

four hundred twenty-five

millennia past

our ancestors had not been

conceived

nor planned

nor were they a 

thought

within the cosmos.

The Anunnaki

from Nibiru

great red planet

in binary orbit

with Earth

left the confines

of their dark star world
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and journeyed 

to our world

bringing machines

science

and their insatiable 

taste for war.

They raided Earth

for the gold 

they needed

to sustain Nibiru.

A work force was developed.

Slaves were needed

to mine deep into the planet.

Indigenous life on Earth

primitive to the people 

from Nibiru

were modified by centuries

of experiments to find 

the perfect slave.

Genetic manipulation

of the indigenous people 

led to the creation 

of  many monsters

and demons

in the Anunnaki’s 

quest

for their gold.

Aeon’s flew by.

Entire races of man
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and their cultures

were created

and then destroyed

in the Anunnaki’s quest

for gold

to save the planet

Nibiru.

But the perfect

slave

remained elusive.

All that remained

were the monkeys

in the trees.

Throughout millennia

the monkeys watched

as man evolved

from the genetic

administration

of the Anunnaki code.

Then the day came

when the precious

Anunnaki gold

was not mined

at all.

Leaving for Nibiru

in their ships of flame

the Anunnaki left behind

the culminated experiment

that would become

what we now name

human.
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Advancing,

developing on their own

humans now evolved

with evolution.

War

inherently bred

into humans

advanced and developed

as well.

Civilizations

came and went.

Stories of Gods

spread across the globe

giving tribes of men

just action

to create weapons

with which 

to appease their lords.

Entire cultures

were erased from time

in man’s quest

to master war.

The monkeys watched

as man developed

a consciousness

of war,

destroying everything

it created,

decimating its culture

again and again.
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Learning from nature

the monkeys found plants 

and minerals

to sustain 

their consciousness

of peace.

Anunnaki returning

found the culture

man had devised.

They saw the destruction

that had evolved

from their creation.

In one final flood

they destroyed their

ignoble experiment

leaving only a handful

of animals,

humans

and the monkeys

in the trees.

They gave one monkey

the gift of illumination,

the power to see past

the petty machinations

of man.

They gave it the ability

to teach peace

and the power

to endow this belief

in humans.
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When the waters receded

the first thing 

done

by man

was to create

wars amongst men

as to whose

God 

was true

whose 

God

was just and right.

The Illuminated Monkey

looked on

watching as man

began destroying

man

once more.

A small group

of humans

came to understand

the Illumination

the Anunnaki 

bestowed

upon the monkey.

They learned from 

his teachings.

They followed

his path.

Harvesting plants

and minerals

from the Earth

that have been here
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since the time

before Time,

they listened to the

Illuminated Monkey.

They listened and lived

their lives knowing

all God’s 

are one in the same;

they listened and lived 

knowing the one God’s 

name is Love, the 

Universal Life Force

that will forever keep us free;

they listened and lived 

knowing man would again 

destroy man and the cycle 

would then begin again;

they listened

to the Illuminated Monkey

knowing he would lead them

to a path away from

destruction and war;

a path that would lead them

to a culture of peace

where all would live free.
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